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Introduction

Increasing thermal load, large sized glazing and a higher demand for
comfort in buildings leads to a higher demand for cooling even in the
temperate climate zones of the EU. The percentage of air-conditioned
buildings continues to grow significant. With the extensive use of
energy resources the issue of cooling energy efficiency is a future topic
in climate protection.

The project COOLREGION promoted the exchange of information and
the know-how transfer of the topic cooling energy efficiency between
building users, building owners, architects, engineers, municipalities
and other public administration institutions. Various dissemination ma-
terial like brochures, webbased information platforms etc. have been
created and several seminars and network meetings in the regions and
on European level have been taken place. The key actors have been mo-
tivated to integrate the subject in their daily work.

This CD-ROM documents the work on the project and can either be used
as comprehensive information platform of cooling energy efficiency or
as a pool of ideas to enhance similar actions that further increase the
consciousness of the key actors regarding cooling energy efficiency to
avoid cooling demand and use of energy efficient technology in future
planning processes and investment decisions.
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Background & Objectives

Increasing thermal load, large sized glazing and a higher demand for
comfort in buildings leads to a higher demand for cooling even in the
temperate climate zones of the EU. Cooling energy systems in buildings
are the installations with the highest share of energy use next to hea-
ting systems. Many building owners and users are not aware of the
energy consumption and the costs of airconditioning. Cooling energy
efficiency is still barely an issue in public discussions, although there is
a great potential in new and existing buildings to avoid cooling and use
energy efficient technology. The project COOLREGION refered to this
lack.

To give support to and increase the expertise of decision makers, buil-
ding users, building owners, architects, engineers, municipalities and
other public administration institutions for energy efficient cooling so-
lutions in the future, guidebooks and webbased information platforms
etc. have been created. To raise awareness for the subject the experi-
ences of the actors have been discussed on regional and European net-
work meetings. To demonstrate possibilities to avoid and to reduce the
energy use for cooling or to use efficient cooling systems planning pro-
cesses of pilot projects have been carried out and the consultation pro-
cess documented.

Summary
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Summary

Residential home for elderly persons - Neuville-sur-Saône, pilot project France

Main Activities

The sucessfully reached main target of the project: Increased conscious-
ness of the key actors regarding cooling energy efficiency. More attain-
ment leads to avoid cooling demand and use of energy efficent
technology in future planning processes and investment decisions. The
following work steps have been persecuted:

>> The evaluation of the regional cooling markets in the 
participating regions,

>> the identification of measures and key data, the
identification of airconditioning benchmark data 
(benchmarking-system),

>> the cooling energy consultation in integral planning 
processes of pilot projects,

>> the implementation of European and regional networks 
for the key actors and the increase of know-how by seminars

The activities are described in detail under ‘focus areas of the project’,
page 09 and following.
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Project Data

The Project COOLREGION has been carried out in seven regions in
EU-countries. The project partners were:

> O.Ö. Energiesparverband (ESV) Christiane Egger, Austria www.esv.or.at

>Sofia Energy Centre (SEC) Ivanka Pandelieva, Bulgaria www.sec.bg

>Rhônalpénergie-Environnement (RAEE) Laurent Chanussot, France
www.raee.org

>GERTEC GmbH Ingenieurgesellschaft (GERTEC) Andreas Hübner, 
Germany www.gertec.de

>BEAR Architecten B.V. (BEAR) Tjerk Reijenga, The Netherlands,    
www.bear.nl

>DWA Installatie- en Energieadvies (DWA) Teunis van Woudenbergh, The 
Netherlands www.dwa.nl

>Fundacja na rzecz Efektywnego Wykorzystania Energii (FEWE) Szymon 
Liszka, Poland www.fewe.pl

>Gradbeni institute ZRMK, d.o.o. (BCEI ZRMK) Marjana Sijanec-Zawri, 
Slovenia www.gi-zrmk.si

COOLREGION started on November 1st, 2006 and has been completed
sucessfully on April 30, 2009.

Summary
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Main Results and Achievements 

The expected results of the project have been reached sucessfully in the
participating regions:

>> Improved knowledge and increased awareness about energy 
efficient cooling

>> An international and regional network of expertise in 
the field of energy efficient cooling

>> Transfer of knowledge to the target groups
>> Realisation of pilot projects

It is assumed that, the energy demand for cooling and climatisation of
buildings is reduced sustainable, and the reduction will proceed. As a
consequence the energy consumption caused by cooling/air-conditio-
ning could sustainably be reduced and will be reduced in the future.

Energon, Ulm, Germany

Summary
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Lessons Learnt
The following conclusions can be drawn:

> Data on energy consumption for cooling is extremely scarce. This ap-
plies for national as well as for regional figures. A significant effort has
to be made to identify data sources and to estimate cooled surface
areas, cooling loads and energy consumption for cooling.

> The cooling market increases rapidly because of climate changes and
higher comfort levels. Actions have to be taken as new buildings and major
refurbishments also have to comply with higher standards regarding
energy performance (EPBD). However, cooling energy demand is not yet
considered enough in design teams and in traditional building processes. 

> Cooling experts don’t disseminate their know-how widely. In general, the
topic is not fancy because they don’t succeed in making the cooling issue
attractive. However, there is a great demand of networking, sharing know-
how for specific target groups and adequate dissemination material.

> Cooling becomes a public issue and provokes a discussion on legisla-
tion and norms. For example in Bulgaria forthcoming changes in the
building certification norms are expected because of the project.

> Accomplished methods and instruments, like focussing on regions and
activating multipliers suited the COOLREGON project very well. 

> The regional scale approach was proved sustainable.

> The varied possibillities to embrace the target groups, with reference
to the region, support enduring future development in the regions.

Summary
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Impacts on the Target Group and the Market

COOLREGION iniciated network activities are going to change the coo-
ling sector in the long term, and slow down the increase movement of
new energy intensive airconditioned buildings.

Because the activities focussed all target groups and network meetings
caused intensive communication between building administration, ar-
chitects, planners, engineers and handcrafters, new cooperations bet-
ween regions are possible. These have a positive influence on future
planning processes and in long term lead to new structures and creation
of value in the region.

The projekt took place in a european context, that shows that the issue
cooling energy efficience and networking of the key actors has suprare-
gional effects, and can operate successfully in different places in Europe.
Transferability to other european regions is given.

The COOLREGION Project created a network of key-actors, this leads to 
> sustainable buildings, that can fulfill the high standards of utilisation     

quality, comfort and equitable use of energy, as a result of the current 
discussion about climate change;

> architecture refers to ‚design follows climate’, the essential parts of 
construction concept – setting and layout of buildings, shape and form 
as well as used materials – refer to climate conditions;

Summary
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> fundamental knowledge of terms and technical possibilities for 
decision makers, investors and companies. They get involved into the 
discussion about adequate and right cooling systems for prospective 
energy efficient supply;

> kick-offs of integral planning processes. Energy effficient buildings are 
only practicable, if interdisciplinary project teams of architects, 
planners, engineers and handcrafters are composed early and focus 
a common aim. All activities of the COOLREGION project focussed 
these professional categories, that communication and exchange 
were taking place;

> rising awareness of energy demand and energy costs for air-conditio-
ning in buildings at clients and building users.

Summary



Analysis of the Cooling Markets

Each partner of the European project COOLREGION analysed their re-
gional cooling market. Aim of these analyses was to gain an overview
about energy consumption for cooling in the participating regions in
the present and the future.

All necessary information were collected and the relevant target groups
identified. It was possible to get an overview about national experts in
energy efficient cooling.

The regional market analyses are available on the CD-Rom.

09
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Benchmarking Tool 

Most decision makers and even planners are not aware of the high
energy use for cooling and the possibilities of reducing it. 

Within COOLREGION a simple benchmarking tool was created to raise
awareness for this topic. It is an easy instrument that gives building
owners a first impression of their energy use for cooling and thereby
sensitising them for energy efficient measurements. It allows an esti-
mation of cooling energy consumption with some easily accessible data
of the building. The benchmark tool takes specific areas of utilisation in
the building into account and identifies the need for action.

The benchmarking tool in English and German language is available on
the CD-Rom.

Focus Areas of the Project
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Conferences, Seminars 
and Regional Networks

The European expert meetings were organised to exchange the
knowledge and experience regarding cooling systems. These experi-
ences were made available for regional actors. By this way the specific
knowledge in each region about cooling in buildings was enhanced by
the knowledge and experiences of the other European regions. 

All partners have organised regional networks with various target
groups. The meetings and conferences were targeted for architects and
engineers, they were used to present innovative and energy efficient
cooling concepts (e.g. importance of glazing, passive cooling measures,
cooling systems using RES) or new regulation for cooling concepts (e.g.
EPBD implementation) and keeped the network in touch with the out-
comes of the project. The site visits focused on demonstration of inno-
vative cooling techniques and demonstration of RES cooling systems in
practice. 

The European network meeting „Efficient and innovative cooling in of-
fice buildings” took place on January 18, 2008 in the Energon building in
Ulm, Germany. The architect and planner of the Energon building and
other speakers explained best-practice examples in Germany and Au-
stria which gave a good overview of the possibilities for efficient cooling
solutions available today.

Focus Areas of the Project
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The European network meeting „Cooling in the care” took place on June
10, 2008 in the Thermostaete, one of the most competitive buildings of
The Netherlands. The presentations focussed different problems of sum-
mer comfort in the establishments of health with architectural, techni-
cal, regulation approaches follow up (feedback/ monitoring), financing.
The European expert meeting „Sustainable cooling in residential buil-
dings - from traditional best practice approaches towards up-to date so-
lutions, inspired by best practice in non-residential sector“ took place
on March 19 and 20, 2009 in Ajdovscina and Ljubljana, Slovenia.

The final conference „Energy Efficient Cooling of Buildings“ took place in
Wels, Austria with 260 participants in February 2009. The main topics were
passive & active cooling systems, innovative technologies & solutions,

standards & guidelines and solar
cooling - programmes & promotion
with examples around the world. 

More information about regional
conferences, network meetings
and excursions can be found on
the CD, together with the slides of
the presentations.

Focus Areas of the Project

Zero energy exhibition centre, 
lighthouse projekt The Netherlands
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Best-practice Examples

In every country five best-practice examples are documented. The best-
practice examples show transferable solutions (no research projects) in
different building types (office building, hospitals etc.). 

Descriptions of all projects can be found on the CD.

Focus Areas of the Project

Residential home for elderly persons 
Neuville-sur-Saône, pilot project France
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Building Guidelines

The building guidelines inform about the following contents:
>> Measures for energy efficiency in the area of cooling,
>> Representation of the costs and savings,
>> Advice for integral planning,
>> Benchmark and check lists and
>> the results of the model building.

The guidelines are intended for the target groups of building owners
and developers. Following building guidelines can be found on the CD:
Austria: Energy efficient office buildings
Bulgaria: Passive cooling and summer friendly design and engineering
France: Guidelines - for summer comfort in retirement homes
Germany: Energy Efficient Office Buildings
The Netherlands: COOL Tools
Poland: Efficient and innovative cooling and air conditioning in buildings   

Use of ground heat exchangers
Slovenia: Seven steps to energy efficient cooling - Guideline for investors
and building users

The Video "Sustainable cooling helps fight global warming" shows how
other projects funded by the EU’s Intelligent Energy - Europe programme
help create the necessary know-how and spread best practices across
the EU. 
The video is on the CD and can be downloaded under:
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/intelligent/library/videos_en.htm.

Focus Areas of the Project
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Lighthouse Projects 
Consultation in Practice

Cooling energy consultation is predominantly a conceptual work: Target
values are discussed and fixed and after that possible technologies get
proved. The aim is to give a qualified choice of measurements to the in-
vestor. With exact and cost-effective simulation instruments like trynsys
and TAS, different variants are described, so that all planning partici-
pants get a detailed idea of possibilities and conditions of the different
conceptual and technological approaches. Main measures of cooling
energy consultation can be structured in:

>> Demand analysis and target definition (heat, cooling, 
humidity, use, internal resources, building physics)

>> Simulation of a basic alternative (with definition of use pattern)

>> Setup of a measurement portfolio 
(building physics and technologies)

>> Evaluation of possibilities 
(investment / operation costs, environmental impact)

>> Simulation of thermal comfort

>> Summary in decision matrix

Focus Areas of the Project
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Cooling energy consultation is different in refurbishments and new con-
structions. Affecting the building envelope is only possible in new buil-
dings and in the beginning of a planning process. The possibilities to
implement measurements of summer comfort are minor in refurbish-
ments, but given, with the reduction of intern thermal load by exterior
sunblinds and e.g. PCM finery.

Following Lighthouse projects can be found on the CD:

Austria: Retirement and nursing home Wels Vogelweide - a model project
Bulgaria: Application of passive solar techniques in a kindergarten
France: Summer comfort in retirement homes - Pilot project follow-up
Germany: Energy efficient cooling concepts for buildings - 

Cooling energy consultation in practice
The Netherlands: Zero Energy Centre
Poland: Retrofitting of ventilation and air conditioning system in 

existing education building with installing of a 
ground heat exchanger

Slovenia: Condominium Komenda - energy efficient as part of the holi-
stic design of large sustainable apartment building

The documentation of the cooling energy 
consultation process can be found on www.coolregion.eu.

Focus Areas of the Project



Further Information

On the CD are regional and European newsletters, technical press and
newspaper articles and the officiall project leaflet. It summarizes the
intention and activities of the COOLREGION project. For specific regional
or national results, please contact the project partner.

Austria
www.esv.or.at/esv/index.php?id=1955

Bulgaria 
http://www.sec.bg/bg/pages/coolregion.php

France
www.coolregion.fr

Germany 
www.kaelteenergieeffizienz.de

The Netherlands
www.coolregion.eu

Poland 
www.eplan.info.pl/coolregion

Slovenia
http://www.gi-zrmk.si/EUprojekti/Coolregion/coolregion.htm

picture credits:
03 Neuville-sur-Saône hospital | 05 Software AG Stiftung  64297 Darmstadt & Asset Manager ProjektM Real Estate
GmbH60325 Frankfurt | 08 Gertec GmbH | 10 Rudolf Struzyna | 12 BEAR DWA Architects | 13 Neuville-sur-Saônehospital



Contact:
GERTEC 

Ingenieurgesellschaft GmbH
Andreas Hübner

Project coordinator

Martin-Kremmer-Str. 12
D-45327 Essen

andreas.huebner@gertec.de

EIE/06/026/SI2.439974
www.coolregion.info

The sole responsibility for the
content of this CD-ROM lies
with the authors. It does not
necessarily reflect the opinion
of the European Communities.
The European Commission is
not responsible for any use that
may be made of the informa-
tion contained therein.

© Gertec  Ingenieurgesellschaft GmbH 2009
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